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14 on-trend fall flavorways
that aren’t pumpkin spice
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P

umpkin Spice, which started
as a nostalgic autumn flavor,
has evolved into a force of its
own. It has come to represent
a seasonally schemed frenzy
of

highly-processed

foods

flavoring everything from the benign pumpkin
instant pudding, to the truly terrifying: pumpkinspice dog treats, “Sparkling Pumpkin Spice
beverage,” and other spiced horrors too terrible
to mention.
While the pumpkin-spice trend doesn’t show
signs of softening any time soon, check out
these on-trend autumn flavors that are ripe for
menu exploration and will set you apart from
the pumpkin-spiced crowd!
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Fall’s finest fruit is American as autumn apple pie - but with a twist!
Substitute cardamom for cinnamom and you have a trendy, more
sophisticated apple spice flavor.
Scrappy’s Cardamom Bitters			
Ground Cardamom Spice			
Apple Butter Turnover (Frozen)		
Markon Lady Gala Apple (100 CT)		
Apple Spice Chai Tea				

6
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12/5 oz
6/15 oz
1/48 ct
1/10 lb
5/3.5 lb

00010729
00560442
00031563
00998232
01000307

Browned butter, or beurre noisette, is simply toasted butter, but
this trendy treatment lends butter a versatile, nutty, miraculous
richness that enhances butter flavor. Use it to bring magical buttery
goodness to any dish, pastry, or sauce.
Brown Butter Marshmallow Bar (Frozen)
FairMeadow Clarified Butter			
Solid Unsalted Kosher Butter		
Honey Butter					
Torani Butter Rum Syrup			
Euro Style Whipped Butter			

8/1 lb
4/5 lb
30/1 lb
12/12 oz
12/750 ml
4/5 lb

00011582
00509475
00512302
00636340
03006800
00016274
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Industry research has indicated that butternut squash soup is
the number one trending menu item for Gen X and Baby Boomer
generations across the US (Datassential 2019). Beyond soup,
butternut is popping up in cutting-edge dishes across the continent
from muffins to ravioli.
Fresh Whole Butternut Squash		
Butternut Squash Soup (Frozen)		
3/4” Diced Fresh Butternut Squash		
1/2” Diced Fresh Butternut Squash		
Butternut Squash Ravioli (Frozen)		
Butternut Squash Smoothie Mix		

8
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1/35 lb
8/4 lb
2/5 lb
2/5 lb
1/10 lb
6/46 oz

00990960
00029098
00992118
00997411
00032952
01096700

Gooey, golden, delicious maple - this rich but delicate flavor needs
no introduction. Versatile and velvety, maple can grace any autumn
dish with a gourmet touch of fall nostalgia.
Pure Grade A Amber Maple Syrup		
Pure Grade A Maple Syrup			
Maple Sugar					
McCormick Maple Flavoring			
Maple Pecan Ice Cream			
Maple Pecan Cookie Dough			
Vermont Maple Oatmeal Cup		

4/1 gal
90/1.25oz
1/124 oz
4/10.5 lb
1/3 gal
168/2 oz
1/12 ct

00015130
00015183
03300367
00532001
00144352
00892155
00037067
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Charmingly zesty and tart, cranberries offer an acidic zing that
punches some spunk into traditionally heavy fall flavors. This
palate-cleansing beauty of an autumn berry is a fancy friend for
cheese plates, pastries, sandwiches, and a whole spectrum of
autumn delights.
Whole Cranberry Sauce		
6/#10 can
Cranberry Jelly Sauce		
6/#10 can
Ocean Spray Cran. Orange Craisins 200/1.16 oz
Rejuv Cranberry Juice 100%		
12/25 oz
Rejuv Cranberry Juice 12%		
3/1 gal
Mott’s Cranberry Twist Bar Mix
9/20 oz
Cranberry Muffin Batter (Frozen)
6/3 lb

10
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00241500
00241400
00188285
00376571
00037562
01046700
00127807

Pomegranate has become the jewel-like fixture in the super-food
scene, and it continues to reinvent itself as a trendy, in-season
garnish in autumn salads, cocktails, pomegranate molasses, savory
dishes, pastries, and more!
Fresh Pomegranate Seed			
San Pellegrino Cherry Pomegranate Water
Pomegranate Juice				
Monin Pomegranate Syrup			
Izze Pomegranate Juice Bottle		

12/4.4 oz
4/6 ct
6/16 oz
4/1 ltr
24/12 oz

00991873
00034530
00640701
01006600
00110308
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Chamomile has been popping up like daisies across American
menus. Beyond the cozy, calming teas—chamomile has entered the
gastronomic scene as a posh, soothing flavor for high-end pastries,
cocktails, and jellies.
Numi Sweet Meadow Chamomile Tea
Bigelow Cozy Chamomile Herbal Tea
Trescerro Chamomile Tea			

12
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6/18 ct
6/28 ct
6/25 ct

00372127
00376038
00378821

What can compare to a juicy autumn pear? Crisp and golden-sweet,
pears pair perfectly with trendy cheese and charcuterie plates and
add flavor and texture to fancy fall salads and pastries.
Fresh Asian Pears 12/24 CT			
Fresh Red Pears (Half Case, 35-50 CT)
Fresh D’Anjou/Bartlett Pears			
Pear Puree (Frozen)				
Canned Bartlett Sliced Pears		

1/12 lb
1/20 lb
1/38 lb
6/30 oz
6/#10 can

00993238
00994814
00997981
00990544
00024106
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In the modern search for functional foods, ginger has taken center
stage as a fall flavor as crisp and fresh as autumn leaves.
Fresh Ginger Root				
Powdered Ginger Spice			
Crystallized Ginger Root			
Fresh Ginger Root Puree			
Monin Ginger Syrup				
Monin Old Fashioned Ginger Ale Syrup
Pickled Pink Sliced Ginger Root		
Fever Tree Ginger Beer Soda Bottles
Premium Ginger Pear Sorbet			

14
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1/5 lb
1/12 oz
1/5 lb
6/32 oz
4/1 ltr
4/1 ltr
4/5 lb
8/16.9 oz
1/6 ltr

00995423
03300155
03300216
00560195
00351018
01120400
00564100
00020505
00010647 (S/O)

Smoky, complex, and moody - fresh sage is a traditional Mexican
and Italian spice that lets savory sauces shine. Pair it with browned
butter and garlic for a nutty, autumn garnish perfect for fresh fall
pastas and main dishes.
Fresh Sage Herb				
Fresh Sage Herb Bulk			
Derby Sage Cheese				
Cherry Sage Cheddar Cheese		
Smoked Sage Peppercorn Rub		
Rubbed Sage 					

1/8 oz
1/1 lb
1/9 lb
1/5 lb
1/1 lb
1/4 oz

00997916
00997918
00600567
00611557
03301115
03300467
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Early fall is fresh fig season, and the luscious fig should be one of
the season’s greatest joys. Celebrate the craveable figgy goodness
of fall in sweet and salty breakfasts, light or hearty salads, or rich
and spicy main dishes. Oh, and did we mention that figs are oh-soversatile in desserts?
Fresh Figs					
Dalmatia Fig Spread			
Dried Calimyrna Figs				
Dried Diced Calimyrna Figs			
Black Mission Diced Figs			
Beef Rib, Fig & Blue Cheese Phyllo Cup

16
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1/4 lb
4/3.53 lb
1/5 lb
1/5 lb
1/5 lb
1/200 ct

00999585
00013654
03301013
03300313
03300314
00033881

Fall in Italy is a hazelnut heaven - and hazelnuts need to be
celebrated here too! Using them as a nutty garnish for pasta,
seafood, salads, and squash? Perfect! Sprinkled on sundaes, and
cakes? Delish! Toasting them in butter? Freaking genius!!
Italian Roasted Hazelnut			
Nutella Spread Bulk Tub			
Hazelnut Creamer				
Torani Hazelnut Classic Syrup		
Torani Hazelnut Sugar Free Syrup		
Chocolate Hazelnut Pirouline		
Smoked Hazelnut Blue Cheese		

1/5 lb
2/6.6 lb
288/.5 oz
12/750 ml
12/750 ml
6/14 oz
6/5 lb

03300055
00122943
00012957
01034300
01034500
03036400
00411018
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Snickerdoodle cookies are currently one of the fastest-growing
dessert varieties, and are projected to grow +16% on US menus over
the next 4 years according to Datassential 2019 research. While
snickerdoodle cookies themselves are relatively straightforward,
they can be a canvas for endless fall innovation.
Brickfire Bakery Sugar Cookie Dough
Brickfire Bakery Sugar Cookie Dough
King Size Cinnamon Churro			
Monin Cinnamon Syrup			
Brown Sugar Cinnamon Syrup		
McCormick Ground Cinnamon		
Gluten Free Snickerdoodle Cookie		
(Frozen)

18
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170/1.5 oz
256/1 oz
100/1 ct
4/1 ltr
12/750 ml
3/5.5 lb
36/1.5 oz

00121106
00125155
00127902
00018681
03100500
00017792
00162352

Serious restaurateurs listen up - Dattassential 2019 research
indicates that wild mushrooms are one of the industry’s hottest and
most important trends. Growing interest in wild and foraged foods
overall (the term “foraged” is up 56% on menus), their premium
connotation, and the rich, meaty flavor they add to foods indicates
that wild mushrooms are here to stay. At Nicholas and Company,
we offer a wide selection of premium wild-forged mushrooms,
consult with your sales rep for seasonal availability.
Wild Bunch Mushroom
		
Organic Dry Morels Mushroom		
Organic Dry Chanterelles
		
Hen O Wood (Maitake) Mushroom 		
Dry Black Trumpet Mushroom
		
Dry Lobster Mushroom
		
Dry Sliced Portabella Mushroom		

1/5 lb
1/1 lb
1/1 lb
1/5 lb
1/1 lb
1/1 lb
1/1 lb

00996072
03300042
03300319
00991058
03300036
03300041
03300316
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SPONSORED BY

Burly Burger

2572 E South Weber Dr suite 4, South Weber, UT. 84405 | (801)485.7459

T

ired of settling for wimpy burgers? Once you visit this locally owned and
operated burger joint in South Weber, you won’t walk away hungry. Using fresh
beef and mouthwatering ingredients, Burly Burger is dedicated to ensuring you
leave satisfied with some leftovers on your face. They have a wide variety of burger
options and everything from classic fries to salads, milkshakes and more. Go check
them out today!

#DINEUTAH
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BREAD!
BREAD!
BREAD!
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W

hat’s the greatest thing since sliced bread?
Well, bread, of course. Bread has been the
staple through many cultures and centuries. Due to
its convenience, portability, nutrition, and taste, one
can see why bread is called the staff of life. From naan
in Southern Asia to the baguette in France, bread has
been and is one of the most-consumed foods worldwide.

What’s On Your Menu?
Here’s the question: what kind of bread is on your menu?
With artisan and quick breads spiking in popularity, today’s
customers want more than just a bun on a burger, or basic
garlic bread. Even the classic pumpkin bread is looking stale
in today’s market.

67

100

MENU VERSATILITY SCORE

Menu Versatility indicates whether an item
is used in many different cuisines/types of
restaurants.
Food Versatility indicates whether an item is
used in many different applications/dishes.
This is measured on a scale from 0 to 100 (50 being
an item with average versatility).

88
100

FOOD VERSATILITY SCORE
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Q

uick bread is any bread that rises with leavening
agents other than yeast or eggs. Quick breads can
be prepared quickly and reliably, without requiring the
time-consuming labor and climate control needed for
traditional yeast breads.
Quick breads include many cakes, brownies and cookies—
as well as banana bread, beer bread, biscuits, cornbread,
muffins, pancakes, scones, and soda bread.

Popularity for Quick Bread
is up 98% since 2009 and
projected to grow +33% in
the next 4 years.

ARTISAN BREAD

W

hat makes a bread artisan?
The skills and artistry of the
baker who made it. An artisan baker is
a craftsperson who is trained to the to
mix, ferment, shape and bake a hand
crafted loaf of bread. They incorporate
the science behind the chemical
reactions of the ingredients and use
them to create the most optimal
environment for the bread to develop.

Apple Cardamom Bread:
a Fall Flavor Favorite

24
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Artisan Bread is on 1.2%
of menus, but projected
to grow over +40.2% in
the next 4 years.

DEFINITIONS

QUICK BREAD

can find it just about anywhere

ciabatta, honey wheat, pretzel, pita, focaccia,
sourdough, marble rye, brioche, baguette, cuban

available at chain restaurants & grocery stores

artisan, ancient grain, soda bread, challah,
cracked wheat, crostini, hawaiian, potato bread,
wheatberry, bialy, toast points, naan, onion bread,
tuscan bread, bao, semolina, gluten-free
can be found in trendy restaurants &
specialty grocers
padam, paratha, pullman, telera/bolillo,
johnycake, roti, poori, barbari, injera, lavash,
buckwheat, arepa, chapati
still just a baby, & being figured out; but can be
found in fine dining

U

UBIQUITY

P

PROLIFERATION

A

ADOPTION

I

INCEPTION

Bread is on 63.7% of Menus.

BREAD ADOPTION CYCLE

STATISTICS

sub, wheat, whole grain, wrap, white, tortilla,
texas toast, rye, panini, multi-grain, kaiser, bun,
flatbread, english muffin, biscuit, bagel, french
bread, corn bread, italian bread

..but what kind is on your menu?

NICHOLASANDCO.COM
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RECIPES

APPLE
C A R DA M O M
BREAD
FALL FLAVOR FAVORITES!
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 350°F. 2. Spray a loaf pan with
baking spray. For easy removal of the loaf, you can
line the bottom and sides with strips of parchment
paper and spray again. 3. In a medium bowl, whisk
together baking powder, salt, and flour, then set
aside. In a small bowl, mix together cinnamon and
sugar for topping. 4. Use a stand mixer to beat
together butter, sugars, and cardamom. Add in
eggs and vanilla and mix until smooth, scraping
the sides when necessary. 5. With the mixer on
low, alternate adding in flour mixture and milk
and mix until just combined. Mix in the finely
chopped apple pieces. 6. Pour the batter into the
pan, and top with a line of apple slices down the
center. 7. Sprinkle on cinnamon sugar mixture for
topping. 8. Bake for 50-55 minutes until the bread
is golden brown and a toothpick inserted in the
center comes out clean. Cool in the pan for about
10 minutes, then transfer to a wire rack to cool
completely.

26
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INGREDIENTS
BREAD
1/2 tsp
1 1/2 tsp
1 1/2 c.
1/2 c.
1 c.
1/4 c.
3/4 tbsp
2
1 tbsp
1/2 c.
2

kosher salt
baking powder
flour
butter, room temperature
light brown sugar
granulated sugar
cardamom
eggs
vanilla
buttermilk
gala apples, one thinly
sliced and one peeled &
finely chopped.

00033874
00526527
00410142
00031011
00631194
00630160
00560442
00470005
00031913
00951625
00990661

CINNAMON SUGAR TOPPING
2 tbsp sugar
00630160
1 tbsp
cinnamon
00090039

*Recipe & images courtesy of
jacquelynclark.com

RECIPES

INSTRUCTIONS

INGREDIENTS
BREAD
2 sticks butter, +2 tbsp.
1/3 c.
loose chamomille tea, +2 tsp.
3/4 c.
evaporated cane sugar
2
large eggs
2 3/4 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tsp. table salt
2 c.
all-purpose flour
1 c.
milk
1 1/2 tsp. vanilla bean paste, or extract
1
zest of lemon
sliced fruit for garnish

CINNAMON SUGAR TOPPING
1 c.
heavy cream
1 tbsp
minneola juice
s/o
4 tsp
honey

00512301
00378821
03300405
00470005
00526527
00550859
00410142
00017851
00031913
00992065

00017850
00991881
00167033

*Recipe courtesy of the-broken-bread.com

1. Pre-heat oven to 350 F. Grease and lightly flour pan,
tapping out excess. Line loaf pan with a piece of parchment
paper, lay the paper across the width of the pan, letting
a bit hang over. 2. In a medium sauce pan melt butter on
low heat. Once melted add in chamomile and let steep
on very low heat for about 5 minutes (do not let boil).
Remove from heat and pour through a fine mesh sieve
and into a separate bowl. Check butter to make sure you
have 3/4 cup (see note above). 3.If a bit under, simply melt
a little more butter until you have 3/4 cup. Place butter in
refridgerator to firm up before using. 4. In a medium bowl
whisk together flour, baking powder, salt, and set aside. 5. In
a large bowl beat butter and sugar together until light and
fluffy, about 3 minutes. Beat in eggs, one at a time, then add
vanilla paste, and lemon zest. 6. In four additions, alternate
adding the flour and milk into the butter and egg mixture,
beginning and ending with the flour. After the last addition
of flour, beat mixture until just combined. 7. Pour batter
into prepared pan and place in the oven to bake for 40-45
minutes. Remove from heat and allow to cool in pan for 10
minutes then remove and place on a cooling rack to cool
completely. 8. For the whipped cream, place all ingredients
in a bowl and beat until medium peaks form. Once tea loaf
has cooled, serve with a dollop of whipped cream, and fresh
fruit with a sprinkle of sugar.

CHAMOMILE

T E A LOA F
FALL FLAVOR FAVORITES!
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How Authentic, Regional Italian
Specialties are Reinvigorating
Italian-American Cuisine
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ll of the fastest growing restaurant concepts across the U.S.
have something in common: they are authentic, new, and exotic.
Hawaiian concepts are growing the fastest. On the opposite
end of the spectrum, Italian concepts have been slowing. While
the days of the classic, red-checkered tablecloth and "spaghetti and
meatball" Italian restaurants may be drawing to a close, authentic Italian
cuisine has much more to offer than the tired-out "red sauce" menu.
Innovative chefs are breathing new life to their restaurants with authentic
Italian ideas, flavors, and dishes and creating some of the most exciting
new concepts out there. Revisit Italian food with the following, on-trend,
regional Italian specialties.

30
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Bagna cauda, the creamy dip made from olive oil, melted butter, anchovies,
and garlic, continues to pop up as a dipping option for trendy plant-based
crudités and veggie “charcuterie” platters, according to Datassential
research. Executive chef Lorenzo Boni of Barilla America said it could be
one of a number of regional Italian foods that will soon hit the spotlight
in the U.S.
Villa Frizzoni Extra Virgin Italian Olive Oil
Anchovy Paste					
Unsalted Butter					
Trifoglio Sausage, Italian Link Hot 4-1		

32
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6/1 gal
12/16 oz
1/55.1 lb
1/10 lb

00490365
00520330
00501201
00073901
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Searching for a way to reach the skyrocketing number of consumers
who are seeking to add more vegetables to their diet? How about the
refreshing, sweet and sour Sicilian caponata, made with fried eggplant,
tomatoes, celery, and onions and capers. This fresh dish is poised to be
the next big veggie-plate.
Eggplant					
Villa Frizzoni Nonpareille Fancy Capers		
Peeled Plum Tomato With Basil			
Sliced Kalamata Olive				
1/2" Diced Fresh Celery				

6/1 ct
6/32 oz
6/#10 can
4/2 kilo
2/5 lb

00995191
00029305
00210761
00029193
00993717
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Traditional Florentine pappardelle pasta is the perfect cradle for one of
the hottest trends in food right now: wild mushrooms. Seattle's Bizarro
Italian Café serves their mushrooms seared in a cream sherry sauce. Also
try: gourmet wild mushroom risotto.
Pappardelle Egg Pasta
		
Wild Bunch Mushroom		
Organic Dry Morels Mushroom
Organic Dry Chanterelles
Hen O Wood (Maitake) Mushroom
Dry Black Trumpet Mushroom
Dry Lobster Mushroom
		

36
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12/8.8 oz
1/5 lb
1/1 lb
1/1 lb
1/5 lb
1/1 lb
1/1 lb

00393546
00996072
03300042
03300319
00991058
03300036
03300041
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The versatile and delicious Italian sausage can't be ignored. Nicholas and
Company is proud to introduce our exclusive, premium brand, Trifoglio
Italian sausages. Stuffed with old world goodness, these sausages offer
chefs the finest for a huge array of fantastic Italian dishes.
Trifoglio Sausage, Italian Link Mild 4-1		
Trifoglio Sausage, Italian Hot Bulk		
Trifoglio Sausage, Italian Mild Ch Bulk		
Trifoglio Sausage, Italian Link Hot 4-1		
Before the Butcher Vegetarian Italian Sausage

1/10 lb
2/5 lb
2/5 lb
1/10 lb
4/2.5 lb

00070691
00070695
00070696
00073901
00027722
NICHOLASANDCO.COM
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Will pizza al taglio (aka Roman-style pizza) become the next pizza trend?
We think so! The pizzas, which are cooked in long, rectangular trays
and cut to the customer’s preferred size, are a natural fit for food halls,
prepared foods sections, and cafeterias. It’s on less than 1% of U.S. menus
right now, but 60% of consumers told us they are likely to buy it at retail
or in a restaurant, according to Datassential research.
Grated Mozzarella Cheese		
Grated Romano Parmesan Cheese
Fresh Basil Leaves			
Markon Fresh Cherry Tomatoes		

40
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6/5 lb
6/5 lb
1/1 lb
6/1 pt

00029278
00019733
00990767
00990810
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The creamy goodness of Italian polenta has been showing up more
and more on trendy menus across the United States. The deep, nutty,
miraculous flavor of browned butter with fresh Italian sage and nutmeg
make this creamy polenta even dreamier!
Italian Corn Polenta			
Markon Fresh Sage Herb		
Unsalted Butter				
Parmigiano-Reggiano Cheese		
Whole Nutmeg				

1/25 lb
1/8 oz
1/55.1 lb
2/9 lb
1/20 oz

00014415
00997916
00501201
00453305
00019998
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Check out frico – in Datassential's research it scored in the 94th percentile
with U.S. consumers. Frico is a typical dish of Friuli, a region in northeast Italy, consisting mainly of heated hard Italian cheese (ParmigianoReggiano, Asiago, Montasio, etc). It is often served with other ingredients,
such as these sumptuous butternut squash gnocci.
Parmigiano-Reggiano Cheese		
Italian Asiago Cheese Wheel		
Katy’s Kitchen Whole Fennel Seed
1/2" Diced Butternut Squash		

44
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2/9 lb
4/6 lb
6/14 oz
2/5 lb

00453305
00455597
00031264
00997411
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Though there is no consensus on the dish’s constitution (it is typically
a pudding, but it can also be more of a custard or soufflé), budino is
always three things: sweet, rich, and ultra premium. In spite of this lack
of consensus, budino has caught on in fine dining restaurants and upper
casuals in the last few years. As more consumers become aware of this
premium pudding, expect to see budino on more restaurant menus and
possibly on store shelves in the future.
Bittersweet Callets Chocolate
38% Heavy Whipping Cream		
Pasteurized Egg Yolks			
Italian Roasted Hazelnut		
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2/22 lb
4/1 gal
15/2 lb
1/5 lb

00601598
00952211
00470299
03300055
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TRY OUR GOURMET WAVY HEX RAVIOLI!
Ideal for reﬁned, white tablecloth restaurants and 5-star resorts, the Villa Frizzoni® brand delivers a
family of Italian-Style products that give your recipes the taste of Old World goodness.

Ingredients:
1/2 Cup Heavy Whipping Cream
1/4 Cup and 2 Tbsp White Wine
1 Tbsp. All Purpose Flour
1/2 Tsp. Salt
1/2 Tsp. Dried Parsley

Wavy Hex Mushroom

Wavy Hex Lobster Ravioli
with White Cream Sauce
Cooking Instructions:
In a medium saucepan over medium high heat, combine the
cream, wine, ﬂour salt and parsley.
Stir all together and bring to a boil.
Reduce the heat to low and simmer until thickened.
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Contact your
local sales representative

TODAY!
Nicholas & Company 5520 W. Harold Gatty
Salt Lake City, UT 84116 | Phone: 800.873.3663

Wavy Hex Four Cheese

LOCAL,
VERSATILE
AND

DELICIOUS

Our pre-cooked and
value-added options make it
easy to serve American lamb.

SERVELAMB.COM

HAND-CRAFTED, PREMIUM HORS D’OEUVRES
-900+ items to meet the needs of discerning banquet kitchens nationwide
-Recipes from across major culinary regions of the world
-Classic to trending flavor profiles
D I S T R I B U T E D B Y:
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D

on’t let takeaway food containers be an
afterthought. In today’s mobile society,
even the most elegant restaurant has to be
prepared for the takeout/home-dining crowd.
Smart restaurant owners make it easy to order
and pay for take-out/delivered food with the
help of apps, smartphones, and online ordering
systems. This means that, more than ever
before, you need to have thoughtful takeaway
solutions that preserve the integrity of the
food, address the customer’s experience, and
utilize more environmentally-friendly products
as often as possible.
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Introduction
Americans are in a committed relationship with
mobile food culture. More and more, food and
drinks are prepared outside of the home for
on-the-go. For this reason, restaurants and
other foodservice operations are increasingly
concerned with their customers’ take-out
experience.
Consumers take meals and snacks with them
from restaurants, but also from corporate
cafeterias, hotel cafes, food trucks, and more.
Some rely on delivery services. Some carry their
beverages with them from morning ‘til night.
All of these takaway consumables are carried
in packaging (ideally) designed to protect the
quality, enhance the experience, and maximize
convenience.

The selection of take-out containers has
expanded since the ubiquitous bulky white foam
boxes of the past as consumers are not only
more mobile, but more selective in their choices
and preferences for food and its packaging. For
some, the integrity of the food and the eating
experience is paramount (i.e. soggy food sucks,
see pages 60-61). For others, the environment
is the most important consideration in daily
choices, even surrounding take-out food! For
many, it’s both or more.
Containers now come in all types of materials,
shapes, sizes, and uses. The trick is selecting the
right options for your business while considering
your customers and the environment.

What we’ll cover
In this article, we’ll review a few of the most
common material options to give you information
you need to start the search for the perfect
takeaway food solutions for your business.
We’ve provided some basic “pros” and “cons”
for each and included some item numbers in
case you’d like to discuss any of these container
solutions with your Nicholas and Company sales
representative. This is not an exhaustive list of
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materials, but a good starting point in making
important considerations; combinations of which
may differ between businesses and their overall
goals.
Beyond materials, we encourage you to research
and consider compostable vs biodegradable
options, the varying types of plastic materials (of
which some are safe for reuse and some are not),
and innovative ways you can cut down on waste
while still providing top-notch service!

Source: Datassentials
Trendspotting, 2018
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The type of foam used in food service to-go and takeaway containers is called
expandable polystyrene foam (EPS). These have been the norm for years as they
are convenient, inexpensive, lightweight, and stay cool-to-the-touch regardless of
the contents.
A major pitfall of this material, however, is that food stored in EPS containers can
become soggy, which is a problem with fried foods, hot sandwiches, and any dish
affected by excess moisture.
This material has also become less popular over time due to the many health and
environmental hazards it presents: probable carcinogenic properties, created with
nonrenewable energy sources, and is nonbiodegradable.

1 Compartment White Foam Container 9.25”x9”
3 Compartment White Foam Container 9.25”x9”
1 Compartment White Foam Container 8.25”x8”
1 Compartment Foam Container w/ Vent		

1/200 ct
1/200 ct
1/200 ct
2/100 ct

00014125
00014126
00014127
00703889
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Foam

Aluminum containers are another inexpensive option for takeout containers.
Aluminum can be inconvenient for customers because it cannot be used in a
microwave, but they can safely be used for heating in ovens while foam, paper, and
plastic containers cannot. Another benefit of aluminum foil is that it transfers heat
well as the pan heats up but it quickly cools down, making it easy to handle. It also
stacks and flattens nicely and can be used for a variety of uses.
One major flaw with this material is its high carbon footprint because even though
aluminum is the easiest for recycling plants to recycle (if it is clean), recycling for this
material is relatively low. For example, more than 100 billion aluminum cans are sold
in the United States each year, but less than half are recycled. Make that even less
if there are food contaminants on aluminum containers. The thing is, aluminum is
considered a sustainable metal, which means it can be recycled again and again with
no limit and no loss of material. Perhaps informing your customers of this fact, and
how to clean containers after use could change behavior for the better of everyone.
Round Foil Container 9”			
Round Foil Container 7”			
3-Compartment Foil Container 8.6” w/lid

1/500 ct
1/500 ct
1/200 ct

00708830
00716829
00708831		
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Foam
Some regard plastic as foam’s slightly-less offensive younger brother. Many forms of
plastic are problematic for the environment, but there’s no question that it can make
a fantastic takeaway container. Many plastic-like, biodegradable materials have been
developed in the last few years, and they can create great, environmentally-friendly
takeout container options when compared to regular plastic containers. However,
customers should be aware that, although thrifty people tend to wash and reuse
plastic containers, not all plastic receptacles are meant to be reusable.
If you/your customers want to reuse plastic containers, look for the recycling number
on the bottom of the container. This little number says a lot about the type of plastic
it is, what chemicals it is comprised of, and how safe it is for reuse. Please see the
appendix for this article at the end (page 66) for a guide on plastic type reuse.

Eco Products® Plastic and Renewable Plant-based Plastics Containers
Enviro Cold Cup 			
1/1000 ct		
00705316
Enviro Cup Lid Fits 8-24 oz		
1/1000 ct		
00705235
Plant-Based Container Lid 8 0z		
3/100 ct		
00034254
Plant-Based Clear Hoagie Clamshell 3/80 ct			
00034255
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Foam
Paper takeout boxes are most often associated with Chinese takeout food, but
paper takeaway products have expanded for use in a wide variety of dining. Paper
containers can be used in a microwave with no negative effect on the container or
on the contents, a big plus for customers wanting to reheat and reuse the container
at the same time.
Like foam containers, paper keeps in moisture and hot, crispy foods can become
soggy. Paper containers can also be uncomfortable to hold directly if the contents
are very hot. This pitfall can be remedied by using containers with handles, added
sleeve barriers or, by placing containers in a paper bag. Environmentally speaking,
paper is a biodegradable material, but it is also made of paper, an environmentallytaxing resource. Some are able to strike a balance by taking advantage of ecofriendly products.
For example, Nicholas and Company has begun to convert our two-pound plastic
strawberry clamshells to cardboard, with plans in the works for our one-pound
containers as well to save nearly 30 tons of plastic from going into landfills or
oceans. These new goals exemplify our commitment to finding changes that reduce
environmental impacts.
Markon Paper Fresh Strawberry Crate			

4/2 lb		

00085988
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Takeaway food containers can make
or break a customer’s experience with
their order, so it’s important to make
intentional packaging choices. Ideally,
the right containers:

•
•
•

•
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Protects food from contamination in
delivery process,
Maintains visual appeal of food
(make sure the dish is plated s
nicely as possible for delivery),
Maintains desired texture of food
(i.e. Don’t let condensation ruin your
culinary creations! Certain materials
can seal in moisture and can turn
crispy foods soggy),
Helps control food’s temperature,
whether hot, warm or cold.
Receiving cold food that’s supposed
to be hot can be a deal breaker for
many customers (who may seek out

NICHOLASANDCO.COM
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Fall

•

•

•

other restaurants in response),
Allows you to charge a premium.
Well-packaged food has a higher
perceived value. For example,
according to a study by Asia Pulp &
Paper, customers are willing to pay
more for eco-friendly packaging,
Reinforces your brand. Food
containers can use color, design and
copy strategically. For example, if
your restaurant is known for having
a quirky sense of humor, your
packaging can be another avenue
to communicate this and build
brand engagement, and
Communicates your company’s
values. For example, if you value
sustainability and environmental
responsibility, definitely opt
for biodegradable/eco-friendly
packaging.
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Whether they’re made from foam, aluminum foil, paper, or some form of plastic,
disposable takeout containers are controversial. An inordinate amount of enerThe
growing
of environmental
innovationthem
has and
ledtransportation
them to create
gy,
water, awareness
and raw materials
are involved in producing
issues
influences
customers
to
place
eco-safe
six-pack
beer
that are
costs add up when they are shipped. Afterward, they are basically onerings
big landincreased pressure on companies and
completely biodegradable, compostable,
fill-clogging mess. Therefore, reusable solutions are being explored more vigorrestaurants to be transparent about the
and edible should they end up in the sea
ously than ever before. For instance, G.E.T’s Eco-Takeouts™ is a green alternative
products they use and sell.
instead of a landfill!
that is made of durable polypropylene that can be sanitized in the dishwasher
and reuseddesire
again and
Customer’s
for again.
transparency
McDonald’s has dropped the use of
goes beyond the food itself - more and
more, customers want to see restaurants
embrace sustainable packaging also.
Nearly two-thirds of Americans demand
sustainable packaging and clear labeling.

foam cups & polystyrene packaging
in 2019 (accounting for 2% of overall
company’s packaging), and Starbucks
has promised to make coffee cups that
are 100% recyclable.

Plastics and materials that cannot be
recycled are becoming less and less
popular with people aware of their
environmental consequence. Opting
for biodegradable, eco-friendly, and
even edible packaging is a trend only
growing. Notably, SaltWater Brewery’s
commitment to environment and

The bottom line is sustainable packaging
attracts and serves environmentallyconscious customers, and betters your
business’s carbon footprint overall. This
trend will continue to shift food service
in many ways, encouraging restaurant
owners and operator’s to engage with
enthusiasm and innovative thinking.
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The Takeaway: considering all we’ve
covered in this article already, what is right
for your business may be different than
someone else’s.
The combination of serving your bottom
line, your values, your customers’ values,
the environment at large, and industry
trends toward sustainability will look
different between businesses. However,
one thing is true across the board,
packaging and takeout container usage
and solutions are 100% worth considering
in your business operations today and
moving forward.
The best takeout containers for your
business will depend on the types of foods
you offer and the unique characteristics
of those foods (i.e. solid vs liquid, hot vs
cold, restaurant assembly vs cusotmer
assembly etc.), the price, overall customer
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experience, and environmental concerns.
To begin the selection process, it would be
smart to make a list of priorities for food
quality, integrity of customer experience,
and environmental values you can/would
like to address. Next, familiarize yourself
with the main materials used to create
commonplace takeout containers to see if
your current solutions are really the best fit
for your business now, what solutions you
might adopt immediately, and consider
what might be right in accordance with
future goals.
As your takeaway business grows, it is vital
to have plenty of containers on hand for
takeout customers as it is a restaurantindustry sector that you can’t afford to
ignore.
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#1 Plastic is Polyethylene Terephthalate.
This plastic type is commonly used for water and soda bottles and is considered safe
for one-time use, but not recommended for washing and reusing multiple times.

#2 Plastic is HDPE (High-Density Polyethylene).
This plastic type is commonly used for milk jugs, laundry detergent, and shampoo
bottles. HDPE plastic is considered safe to wash and reuse multiple times.

#3 Plastic is PVC (Polyvinyl chloride).
While PVC is linked to many heath issues, including cancer, it can still be found in
mattress covers and even plastic wrap for food. It is advised to avoid plastics with PVC
altogether, and certainly not to reuse.
#4 Plastic is LDPE – Low-density Polyethylene.
This plastic type is mostly used in disposable bags – grocery, garbage, and dry cleaning
bags – and in plastic wrap. It is considered safe for reuse.

#5 Plastic is PP (Polypropylene).
This plastic type is commonly used in harder containers made for things like ice cream
and yogurt as well as drinking straws. #5 is considered safe for reuse.

#6 Plastic is PS – Polystyrene.
This plastic type is often found in plastic silverware, as well as in foam take-out
containers and coffee cups. This chemical is not considered safe for reuse.
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IN SEASON PRODUCE REPORT

FALL 2019

IN SEASON PRODUCE
•
•
•
•
•

CONFIDENCE

Apples • Arugula • Avocados • Beets • Broccoli • Brussels Sprouts
Butternut Squash • Cauliflower • Celery Root • Chard • Collards
Cranberry • Fennel • Figs • Hazelnut • Kale • Leeks • Pear • Peppers
Pomegranate • Pumpkin • Radishes • Raspberries • Sage • Tomato
Turnips • Wild Mushrooms

Wild Bunch Mushroom
1/5 Lb 		
00996072

FALL 2019 TRENDS AT A GLANCE
Pearls, Crystals, & Dusts
Chefs and mixologists are using
innovative garnishes to give their
dishes and drinks a signature look and
taste.
• By using “spherification” chefs can give
guests the surprise of burst flavor,
from pearls filled with fancy flavor!
•
Flavor crystals (typically sugar plus
another bolder flavor reduced down
to a crisp nugget) can add texture
and whimsical color to foods in every

way and upgrade classic dishes
in an unexpected way. Try ginger,
chamomile, and cranberry!
• Fennel pollen is a powdery, bright
gold dust that adds both color and
anise-like flavors to dressings, sauces,
meats, and vegetable dishes.
• Nutrient-dense wild mushroom
powder is said by some to boost
immunity and give a punch of umami to
things as disparate as coffee, burgers,
popcorn, even eye cream!

IN EVERY CASE.

These beautiful, irresistible
cranberry-pomegranate pearls
were created through the
on-trend process of culinary
spherification.

New at Markon
Welcome to the Chef Inspiration
Board!
This idea board was created to help
chefs stay on top of the most popular
ingredients, cooking techniques,
eye-catching garnishes, color palettes,
and plating arrangements. We showcase what’s now, so that you can see
what’s fresh in the world of food. Visit
us at:

www.markon.com/
chef-inspiration-board

vegan
the

cookbook

a
guide to
vegan cooking.
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The year of the

vegan.

F

orbes Magazine has dubbed 2019
The Year of the Vegan! Despite
skepticism from some consumers, the
niche market has worked its way into
the mainstream and the numbers are
here to back it up. Vegan options now
appear on 14.4% of american menus,
but the movment has only just begun.
Consumer interest in vegan items is up
621% since 2009 and is only predicted
to continue growing, with a forcasted
growth of +97% in the next four years.
With such a large market interest and
the latest improvements in vegan
proteins, it’s time to start taking this
foodtrend seriously, and we are here
to help! As a wise man once said “You
don’t win friends with salad!” - Homer
Simpson.
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&spice

saute

hile vegan burger patties are the
W
hottest thing since sliced bread
right now, they are still only on 0.6% of all
menus. Their menu presence is expected to
increase 72% in just one year, and +121% in
the next four years. Grab yourself an order
of Before the Butchers UNCUT Burger and
follow these tips to achieve a burger your
customers will be craving for more.
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burgers

Before the Butcher Vegan Burger

40/4 oz

00027692

saute, saute, saute!
While you may not be able to achieve the exact
maillard reaction that a normal beef patty can
get, it doesn’t mean you shouldn’t try. These
patties want to have that same brown, light
crunchy outside texture that a normal patty
gets. Try sauteing that vegan patty on high heat
before throwing it on that flame grill for the
smoky flavor.
For added flavor saute some complimenting
vegetables (mushrooms, onions) to top that
burger off.

spicing it up!
Spice! Don’t forget to spice those bad boys up.
Just like any burger, these patties want you to
add some seasoning to them. So slap some salt,
pepper, and garlic powder to it before grilling
them up.
Pro-tip: Try branching out a bit and add some
vegan favorites like curry powder or Black Salt
(Vegan Sunrise burger, anyone?) for a more
unique flavor.

the

spice
closet
Wplant-based foods is because “it doesn’t taste
hat’s in your spice closet? 34% of consumers avoid

good”. So what better time than now to evaluate what
spices you’re using on your plant-based dishes. Check
out the vegan fan favorites.
Nutritonal Yeast
Nutrional yeast is known for its cheesy, nutty flavor. Nutritional
yeast can be used for a number of ideas, from an amazing
Parmesan alternative to a bomb dairy-free nacho cheese dip,
nutritional yeast can do it all.				
Turmeric 		
6/15 oz		
00013683
One of the more popular and common of spices used in vegan
dishes, especially savory breakfast dishes—lending color to tofu
scramble, quiche, and tofu omelets. Plus, this spice is a crucial
part of any curry and is also known for its anti-inflammatory
properties. 						
Cumin			
6/15 oz		
00031365
Is this one a surprise to you? If it is, it shouldn’t be. Cumin is
one of the most popular spices in the world and it has been for
thousands of years. Ground or whole seed, cumin is most always
used in savory recipes, great in chili, tofu scramble, lentil dishes,
and much more!
Black Salt 		
1/2.2 lb		
03300167
We mentioned this one earlier when we were talking about
burgers. Black Salt, (and don’t let the name full you as it;s color
is actually closer to pink) widely known as kala namak, is a rock
salt that adds an eggy, sulfuric taste to dishes, making it perfect
for vegan eggless recipes, especially tofu scramble and vegan
quiche! 						
Steak & Poultry Seasoning
No, that’s not a typo. Steak and Poultry blends are almost always
vegan, and they can add a ton of flavor to dishes without breaking
the bank buying spices. Other blends to keep an eye out for are:
garlic salt, Italian seasoning, Old Bay, pumpkin spice, and garam
masala.
Northwoods Steak
6/29 oz 00569999
Poultry Seasoning
6/1 oz 00015894
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Veg, Sausage Italian Grnd 4/2.5 lb
Veg, Meat Plant Bulk
4/2.5 lb

ho doesn’t love a classic like ratatouille pasta or even
W
good old pizza? There is a reason why these foods are
considered comfort food, they are great all year round and

only get better as the year gets cooler. And with consumers
now limiting their meat intake, not just at home, but while
eating out, now is the time to switch some tasty classics
over to a friendly plant-based product.
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00027722 (Special Order)
00027720 (Special Order)

comfort
classics
deep dish pizza

saucy pasta

68%

of consumers
believe in limiting
meat, both at home
and away.

sauces & marinades
cheesy

nachos

ho doesn’t love nachos? They’re on
W
almost a quarter of all U.S. menus and
the stats are showing their popularity isn’t
going anywhere anytime soon. And getting
that cheesy nacho cheese sauce just right
is critical to serving up some bomb nachos
your curious customers are looking for.

cheesy tip!
Want that funk in your vegan cheese sauce that
only real cheese can provide? Try adding in some
vinegar to the mix. Apple Cider vinegar is perfect
for creamy cheese-like sauces.
Pro-tip: Still looking to add more creaminess to
your nachos? Try adding some Nutrional yeast.

vegan

tacos

he combinations of vegan food are
T
endless, and if you add the score of 75
for food versatility with the ever growing

popularity of tacos, what more could your
customers want? From our research, they
want more flavor! And what better way to do
that than with a marinade. Grab your choice
of protein replacement, such as: portobello
mushrooms, jackfruit or Before the Butchers
UNCUT Chicken Chunks or Beef Tips and
build yourself a delicious marinade to soak
them in before cooking.

Veg, Chicken Chunk Plant 		
Veg, Beef Meat Tips Plant 		
Apple Cider Vinegar 		

4/2.5 lb
4/2.5 lb
4/1 gal

00027696
00027723
00310871

· General health is the primary motivator for reducing meat.
· 39% of consumers today seek to reduce their meat intake.
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Trending add-ins + unique comb
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bos for coffee and tea
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A Brown Butter
latte is just the
thing to get
your customers
into the cozy,
fall spirit. This
drink is all things
warm,
buttery,
and creamy! Using
MONIN
syrups,
you can turn a
regular latte into a
super latte in no
time.
Stir 2 shots of espresso and 1
oz. of MONIN Brown Butter
Syrup in your mug or serving
cup. Pour steamed milk over
the top, and garnish with a
dollop of whipped cream
and voila!
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Note: This Brown Butter
syup also pairs well with
vanilla, caramel, hazelnut or
maple spice MONIN syrups
(available through Nicholas
NICHOLASANDCO.COM
and
Company)!
Fall
FoodTrends
2019

Creating a craft coffee can
be as simple as adding a
few complimentary flavors.
For a trendy yet classic
per fectly-fall-flavored
coffee, just add a couple
tablespoons of maple
syrup to the bottom of a
mug, add a pinch of warm
spices (any combination of
cardamom, allspice, clove,
nutmeg), add your coffee
and stir.
To give your craft coffee
concoction more body you
can: add MONIN Hazelnut
syrup, or begin with a
hazelnut roast, or make
your own by grinding your
coffee beans and hazelnuts
together.
For over-the-top richness,
add your choice of milk/
cream and a spice garnish.

Perhaps representing the
outermost fringe of the
specialty coffee movement
is sparkling/bubbly coffee
drinks. This bold duo is
comprised of an unlikely
pair: tonic water and
espresso.
Carbonated coffee drinks
are new and trending,
but seem to be a natural
progression from iced
coffees, from adopting
international
serving
techniques (espresso is
served with lemon peel in
Italy), and simply trying to
be innovative.
Try
mixing
espresso
with tonic water alone,
or punch it up with a
Pomegranate and Orange
San Pellegrino. Garnish
with fresh pomegranate or
orange slices.

Cheese tea is the name for
cold tea (usually green or
black tea, with or without
milk) topped with a foamy
layer of milk and cream
cheese and sprinked with
salt. The drink is sweet,
like boba, but has a savory
finish.
The drink originated in
the night market stands
of Taiwan around 2010
with vendors combining
powdered cheese, salt,
whipping cream and milk to
form a foamy, tangy layer
on top of a cup of cold tea.
In 2012 HeyTea in China
concocted a premium
version using actual
cream cheese,
creating such
hype to warrant
a sometimes
2-3 hour line
out the door!

Matcha is definitely in
the cool-kids gang with
trending coffee and tea
drinks. Instagram feeds are
bountiful with gorgeousgreen lattes, and you can
create post-worthy drinks
too!
Apart from its refreshing
and bold deliciousness,
here’s what you should
know about matcha: this
powdered,
high-quality
Japanese green tea plays
well with a wide range of
flavors, so mix it with tart,
sweet, and slightly spicy
ingredients like apple cider
and ginger. Whisk matcha
with a little water, combine
with cider and
little ginger
juice to make
a zingy, fruity
matcha made
in heaven.

This turmeric ginger latte
is a healthy, caffeine-free
alternative to typical lattes.
Golden milk (also known as
turmeric tea) is warm and
comforting with spices
like turmeric, ginger, and
cinnamon — think hot
chocolate with elevated
health benefits! Turmeric
is trending as a functional
food because it is known to
reduce inflammaton.
This drink is made by
combining
turmeric,
ginger, sugar, coconut
oil, and a small pinch of
salt with hot milk of choic
(almond, cashew, soy, etc.)
in a powerful blender until
smooth and frothy. Garnish
with black pepper. Take this
drink to the next level with
added spices and flavors
like vanilla, honey, maple
syrup, and cardamom.
NICHOLASANDCO.COM
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